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Abstract 
Rabinowitz, P. and W.E. Smith, Interpolatory product integration in the presence of singularities: LL theory, 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 39 (1992) 79-87. 
Convergence results are given for interpolator-y product integration over a finite interval J of kf E L,(J) when 
f has interior or endpoint singularities and where the integration points are Gauss, Radau or Lobatto points 
with respect to an admissible weight function w. The results require that both f and K := k/w be in L,,,(J). 
If w(x)/(l - x2) is also admissible, then one can relax the conditions on f, at the same time strengthening the 
conditions on K. 
Keywords: Gauss integration, Radau integration, Lobatto integration, interpolatory product integration, 
singular integrands, admissible weights. 
1. Introduction 
This paper is a continuation in part of the work of Lubinsky and Sidi [4] and should be read 
in conjunction with it. Their work, in turn, is based on that of Freud [3] and some of it was done 
independently by Esser [2]. We shall first extend their results which use Gauss (G) points on a 
finite interval J := [ - 1, l] to similar results using Radau (R) or Lobatto (L) points. The ideas 
used herein were used in [5,6] for similar extensions. Once we have these results, we use a 
simple device relating Lagrange interpolation on G points to that on R or L points to get some 
new results on interpolatory product integration in the presence of singularities. These new 
results apply only to the case of endpoint singularities and allow us to ignore the singularity 
under less restrictive conditions than in [4]. We shall try to adhere to the notation in [4] as 
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much as possible. However, we shall replace da(x) and dp(x) by w(x) dx and k(x) dx, 
respectively, since we feel more comfortable with the latter and, furthermore, we will want to 
ate one weight function to another and this is done more readily with the latter notation. 
2. station 
We are concerned with the numerical evaluation of integrals of the form 
l(kf) := j-* k(x)f(x) dx, 
-1 
(1) 
where kf E L ,( J) and f may be unbounded at a finite set of points Y := ( y , , . . . , yI} c .!:= ( - 1, 1) 
as well as the endpoints of J. We shall approximate Z(kf) by product integration rules (PIRs) 
of the form 
n+s 
J,(k; f)‘= C w,if(F,i), r, SE (0, l), (2) 
i=l-r 
where the points Xni are the G, R or L points with 
J and the weights i;s,i are chosen such that 
E,,(k; f):=Z(kf)-injk; f)=O, 
whenever f E P,,,,,_ 1 where Pm is the set of all polynomials of degree < m. We say that a 
weight function w is admissible on J, w E A, if w 2 0 on J and Z(w) > 0. 
For the G, R or L rules with respect to w 64, we have that 
respect to an admissible weight function on 
Z(w) = K,(g) + E,& 
where 
n+s 
K,(g) := C hnjg( xnj)y (3) 
j=l-r 
and E,g = 0 if g E Pzntrts+ The points X,j’ which we shall order in ascending order, i.e., 
X=j < Xnk if j < k, are the zeros of 
4 nir+s(w; x) := w,,(x)&(% x)9 (4) 
where 
W(x) := wJx)w(x), w,,(x) := (1 +x)‘(i -x)‘, 
and, for any o EA, {#,( L’; x)} is the sequence of orthonormal polynomials with respect to U. 
We shall denote the zeros of &,j o; x1 by X,i( L’), i = 1,. . . , m. 
The weights A,j, j = 1,. . . , n, in (3) are given in terms of the Christoffel numbers 
n-l 
A,il := c &(W; xnj(w))*, 
k=o 
~nj = 
hnj 
wrS( ‘nj) 
>O, j=l,..., n. 
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Clearly, in the G case, Xnj =X,j(W) and A,j = h,j, j = 1,. . . , n, SO that the_ A,,j are in fact the 
Gaussian weights. Setting Xno := - 1, X,l,n + , := 1, we have that the weights h,,o, when r = 1, and 
h nn+l, when s = 1, are positive and + 0 as n + 00 [6]. 
Suppose that for some positive integer I, 
lim ]g(x)] =q i=l,..., 1. 
x -jY, 
Define r(n, g) to be the subset of { 1, 2,. . . , n} such that j E r(n, g) if either Yn 
(?fz,j- 13 Xn.j+ 1 ) = QI or if for any i, 1 < i < I, such that yj E (Xn,j_ 1, Xn,j+ ,), 
and define 
K;(g) := C Injg( 'nj)' 
jf=T(n,g) 
(5) 
Thus, in Kz< g), we drop points from the integration rule K,(g) which are close to the interior 
singularities, a case of avoiding the singularity. We also drop the endpoints, regardless of 
whether they are singular points or not. In particular, when there are no interior singuiarities, 
then Ez< g) is the modified integration rule given in 16, (13)]. Since K&g) converges for all 
g E R(J), the set of (bounded) Riemann integrable functions on J, E:(g) does likewise. 
We now define the Lagrange fundamental polynomials 
ini := rr,<x> 
( X -X,i)~~( ~,i) ’ 
(6) 
where 
n+S 
r?,(x) := IJ (x-xnj)~ 
j=l-r 
so that 
n+.V 
L,(g) := C inj(x>g( ‘nj) E ‘n+t-As- 1 (7) 
j=l-r 
is the Lagrange interpolating polynomial interpolating to g at the points &: j = 1 - r, . . . , n 
+ s}. As above, we define 
Z;(g) := C injixJg( Xnj)m 
The following formulae are well known: 
hni=z(bdni)? i= 1 -_y,....n -s, 
and 
K,(g) = q4z(g)). 
Similarly, we have 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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The weights Znj in the PIR (2) can be expressed in terms of the ini by 
c,,, = I( ki,,i), 
so that 
Lw f) =I(kL(f ))a 
And corresponding to z:(f) we have the modified PIR 
J,*(k; f):=I(k~~(f))= C ijnjf(~nj). 
iET(n. f) 
Associated with (2) and (13), there are the companion rules 
n+s 
and 
jn(k; f):= C IEnji f(i,j) 
j=l-r 
&0k; f):= C lEr2jl f(Xnj)m 
jEdn.f) 
Finally, we recall from [6] that 
w,i = A,iS,K_r(i3; Eni), i= I,...,?l, 
where 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
and for any function h(x) and any L) ~4, 
Si(c; X)‘= Eb:+j(Ci X) 
j=O 
with 
Thus 
bi” := Z( Vh~j( L’)). 
biK= I(k~j(v)b 
are the modified moments of k with respect to the orthonormal polynomials 4j(V). 
3. Convergence of Gauss, Radau and Lobatto integration rules 
Before stating our lemmas and theorems, we r.ral<e the following definitions, where we shall 
assume that all functions involved have as many derivatives as are required in the definitions. 
A function f is said to be k-absolutely monotone (k-AM) in an interval 2 if f(j)(x) >/ 0, 
xGZ, j=O, l,..., k. It is k-completely monotone (k-CM) if ( - l)jf (jj(x) z 0, x E 2, j = 
a 1 , . . . , k. If f is k-AM or k-CM in 2 for all nonnegative integers k, we shall say that. f is 
absolutely monotone (AM) or completely monotone (CM) as the case may be. 
The following lemma extends to R rules the results of [4, Lemma 3.11. 
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose that G is infinitely differentiable in .!. Ifs = 0 and 
in 9, k = 0, 1, 2,. then 
G(2k+r)( x) 2 0 irz _for 
r = 0 and (- 1)SG(2k+s)(~) 2 0 
if 
. . , 
K,,(G) < I(wG), n =0, 1, 2,. .., 
provided the integral is convergent. 
Proof. See the proof of [5, Lemma 6.11. •I 
Unfortunately, Lemma 3.1 does not apply for L rules nor for R rules when the endpoint 
singularity occurs at an integration point, for example, if r = 1 or s = 1 and G(2k)( x) > 0. To 
deal with these situations as well as with interior singularities, we invoke the following 
Posse-type inequalities given in [5, Lemmas 3.2 and 3.31. 
Let f be (2n -l+s)-AMin[-l,Z,,)forsomen~l,l-r<k<n+s.Then 
k-l 
C hnjf(xnj) < /x”kw(x)f(x) dx. 
j=l-r -1 
(17) 
If f is (2n - 1 + r&CM in (x,k, 11, 1 - r < k <n + s, then 
n+s 
C hnjf(fnj) G/l w(x)f(x) dx* (18) 
j=k+ 1 xnk 
Using these inequalities, we can extend the proof of [4, Lemma 3.21 to cover R and L rules 
for functions with interior singularities as well as for functions with endpoint singularities not 
covered by Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose G(x) is infinitely differentiable in J - { y}, 3 E J, AM in [ - 1, y ) CI vd CM in 
(y, 11. Then 
K:(G) < I(wG), n = 1, 2,. . . . (19 
More precisely, if y E (X,,, Xn,,+l) for some t, 0 d t Q n, then 
K,tG) GItwG) +AntG(in*) +xn,I+lc(xn,t+l), (20) 
while if y =&, t = 0,. . . , n + 1, and we set G(y) = 0, then 
K,(G) < I(wG). 
Proof. Use (17) and (18) in the proof of [4, Lemma 3.21 when y E .!. When y is an endpoint, the 
results follow immediately from (17) and (18). •I 
We now make the following definition which imposes slightly stronger conditions than its 
counterpart in [4]. 
Definition 3.3. We say that g is monotone integrable (MI) on J with respect to w if 
(a) there exists a nonnegative integer 1 and points 
-l=y,<y,< *** <y,<y,+l=l, 
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such that w(x) > 0 in deleted neighborhoods of yi, i = 0,. . . , I + 1, and g is Riemann-integra- 
ble in each compact subinterval of (yi, yi+ 1), i = 0, 1,. . . , I, with 
lim 
/ 
B 
w(x)Ig(x)ldx<m, i=O, l,..., I; 
A-w’.B+~,;~ A 
whenever @ ~ v 1 g(x) 1 = a~, we shall set g( y ) = 0; 
(b) there e&t functions G,(x), i = 0, 1,. . . ,I + 1, SUCK that Z(WGi) < 00, Gi is AM in 
[- 1, yi), and CM in ( yi, l] and 
0, 1 ,...,I+ 1. 
e now state a lemma which is required for L rules and hence has no counterpart in [4]. 
Lemma 3.4. For any finction g, 
ji w( X)f Ln( g,]* dx < 2i7,( g*), 
-1 
(21) 
where we set g(X,,) = 0 wheneuer 
lim Ig(x)l =m. 
I -+.Qn 
Pmof. For r+s< 1, we have that Z(wz,,(g)*! = ~,(&(g)*) = Kn(g2>. 
For r + s = 2, if we show that we can write qn+r+F(~) as 
c,% +r+J W; x) = &+rts(WJx) +&&+r+s&; x) -B,&-,(W; x)9 (22) 
with B, 3 0. then (21) follows from [3, Lemma 1X1.2.41. Now, by the theorem in 11, p.1021 we 
have that 
4,(K x) 4n+bv) 4n+z(W;X) 
&&+r+s(w; x)= 4,(W -1) 4n+@; -1) 4n+~(W -1) . 
1 4?z(w; 1) 4n+W1) 4n+z(W; 1) 
Ef we expand the determinant and write it in the form (221, we find that 
-1) 4,+*(W -1) 
B,, = 4n+W 1) ) 
4ntdw; -1) 4,,++'; - 4 - 
4n+l(W 1) 4m+z(W; 1) 1 
Since, for all k, 4&v; 1) > 0 and 4Jw; -1)4,,,(w; - 1) < 0, it follows that B, > 0, proving 
(21). Cl 
We now can prove the counterpart of [4, Theorem 3.51. 
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Theorem 3.5. (a) If g is MI, then 
lim K,*(g) =I(wg). 
II 4 00 
(b) If g * is MI, then 
lim IiCXd -gllw,2 = 0, 
n+=J 
where for any function h, ll h lli,, := Z(wh*). 
ProoK (a) As in 141. 
(b) Follows from (a) and Lemma 3.4 by standard arguments. See, e.g., [2]. q 
4. Convergence of product integration rules 
Once we have mean square convergence of Lagrange interpolation (24), the convergence of 
the product integration rule jz(k; f> follows immediately by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. 
For convergence of the companion rule one must work harder. The relevant theorems are as 
follows. 
Theorem 4.1. Let w E A as in Definition 3.3 and assume that k is such that 
II K IL,* < 00, 
where K(x):= k(xJ/w(x). Then, whenever f * is MI, 
(25) 
lim iz(k; f) =Z(kf), 
#7 -uJ 
lInljr,*(k; f)=I( Iklf). 
n+a 
(26) 
(27) 
Proof. For (261, by Cauchy-Schwartz 
Il(k(f -LXf )))I 4lQXf) -f IL2 II K IL** 
Thus (26) follows from (24) and (25). To show’(27) we proceed as in [7] or as in [4], where, using 
(16), we show that Lemma 4.1 there holds for j*(k; f). •I . 
Whereas for functions with interior singularities we avoid the singularity, for functions which 
have only endpoint singularities we can ignore the singularity as in the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let w E A be as in Definition 3.3 and assume that k satisfies (25). Let I= 0 in 
Definition 3.3 and let f * be MI with respect to w. Then 
lim &Jk; f) = I(kf ), (28) rl+m 
limA,(k; f)=Z(lkl f). (29) 
n+m 
Up to here we have extended the work of Lubinsky and Sidi [4] to L and R points in a finite 
interval. If this were all that we could do, it would not have been worth the trouble since G 
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ints are more than adequate for product integration. In fact, the interior L or R points with 
ect to w E A are G points with respect to i? E A whereas the converse is not always true, 
i.e., there exist G points which are not L or R points, for example, the zeros of T,(X), the 
Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. Furthermore, given a set of points which are both G 
s and interior L or R points, the conditions on f are weaker for the G points and 
spondingly, the conditions on k are stricter. For example, let w(x) = (1 - x2)‘/* and let 
be the zeros of b&w; x). Then we have convergence in the G case if 
f(x)] = 0((1 -A-‘)-~“+~); 
and in the L case, if 
1 k(x)1 = 0((1 -x*)-~‘~+~). 
= O((1 -X2)-1/4+s), I k(x) I = 0((1 -x*)-~‘~+‘). 
We stow show that our extension to R and L points enables us to do better as far as 
conditions on f are concerned. 
Theorem 4.3. Let w E A be such that L* -- . w/w,, E A and assume that k is such that II K 11 L.,2 < 00. 
Assume that (w,, f )z is MI with respect o u with 1 = 0 and that X,i are the zeros of +,,( W; x). 
Then 
lim i w,zif(Xni) =I(kf ), n-r. 1=1 (30) 
Where 
lim i IWniIf(x,i)=I( IkIf), ?Z-= i=l (31) 
Wni := I( kl,,), 
and I,, are the Lagrange fundamental polynomials based on the points X,i. 
Proof. We first show that I( kf ) < =. This follows by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality since 
I(kf) I = /;lswrS(x)f(x)$$ dx G II w,,f II,-,2 II K II,. 2. 9 
rs 
If we now let L,(f) be the Lagrange interpolating polynomial based on the points {Xni} and if 
we define f( - 1) = f(l) = 0, we have that 
wrs(x)Lm(f; x, =zn(wrsf; x)y ( 2) 3 
since both sides of (32) are polynomials of degree n + r + s - 1 and agree at n + r + s points. 
Hence 
I,@; f) =I(&,(f)) =I ( ;‘ntwrsf ))* 
But, by Theorem 4.2, with w replaced by c and k by k/w,,, 
%l[:iCn(wrsf )) =I( dwrsf) =Itkf 1’ 
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This proves (30). The proof of (31) is similar. An analogous result holds when I > 0, i.e., when 
there are interior singularities. This does not mean that we can weaken the conditions of f at 
the interior singularities. It just means that interior singularities do not affect the results at the 
endpoints. •I 
* To return to our previous example, W(X) = (1 - x ) ‘I2 this means that if we use the zeros of 
+,(w), then we need only restrict f by ] f(x) ] = O((; -x*)-5/4+6) while 1 k(x) 1 = O((1 - 
x*)1/4+6). Note that for the same set of points and the same product integration rule, we have 
LWO possibilities for convergence: 
I f(x) 1 = O((1 -X*)-J’4+6), M(x) I = O((1 -X’)-1’4+s), 
I f(x) I = $1 -x2) -5’4+8), l k(x) l = O((1 -X*)1’4+s), 
whereas in [4] we only had the first possibility. 
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